THE GATHER REUSABLE
BAG SYSTEM
The Ultimate Solution for Every Shopping
Journey, Small or Large.

THE MATT BLACK GATHER BAG
SYSTEM HAS 8 ITEMS INCLUDED.
Oversized to meet the extreme of shopping demands. Perfect for the
last-minute dash of a couple of goodies to the bountiful weekly shop with
bags brimming full of groceries.
Robust, compact, stylish and conveniently practical to accompany you in
the car or tucked tidily in the boot - you’ll not go without them.
WHAT’S INCLUDED?
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AN INSPIRATIONAL
INNOVATION
As an advancement to a single reusable bag,
GATHER is a cleverly constructed eco-friendly
carrier system that will revolutionise your
shopping experience - while ensuring your
much-loved home remains tidy and well
organised. It’s a relevant and forward-thinking
product that helps you demonstrate your
sustainability commitment.

Why GATHER?
At GATHER, we have a commitment to providing a great product that will not only last the distance but will
also get people thinking about lifestyle changes that help our world to be a cleaner, greener, more liveable
world to pass onto the next generation.
The complexity of the global issues and promoting a more sustainable way of living is far too big for any party
to tackle alone. These large-scale problems require new types of partnerships. GATHER Bag System owners
love that they are one less person contributing to the 500 billion to 1 trillion plastic bags being used each year.
GATHER’s motto ‘Live Thoughtfully, Give Thoughtfully’ is not just a key part of our marketing, but part of
educating a consumer market to think about what they are doing, and how they are living.
There is always strength in numbers. The more individuals or organizations that you can rally to your cause,
the better. We work with several companies across industries to promote a revolution in consumer thinking
through the GATHER bag system and look forward to a creating and celebrating future synergy with new
partners to help people ‘live thoughtfully.’

YOUR GIFT BOX
Every GATHER Reusable Bag System arrives in
a beautifully designed gift box. The flat packed
gift box is perfectly balanced aesthetically for
the customer experience and purpose-fit for
hassle free bulk delivery to single and multiple
locations.
The flat packed gift box arrives to you with the
eight pieces already placed flat inside the box.
When your recipient receives their gift from
you, they assemble their bag system by
following our simple 5 step instructions placed
in the box.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR REUSABLE BAG SYSTEM

